
 
 

Team Meeting -- Week # 18 

Date:  05/13/2020 

Time: 9:00pm to 10:00 pm 

PROTOCOL- Meeting only by Agenda  

 

Officers Team  (3 out of 5 Officers)  

❏ Jai  

❏ Swamy 

❏ Padma 

❏ Ram 

✓ Pavithra 

 

 EC Team (5 out of 10 EC) 

❏ Arun 

❏ Mohan 

❏ Prabhu 

❏ Vinodh 

❏ Poongodi 

❏ Krithika 

❏ Mahendran 

❏ Shawn 

❏ Shanker 

❏ Raj 

 

Magalir Varam 

Pro’s 

➢ Beautifully coordinated  

➢ A Lot of Volunteers  

➢ Every day was individually celebrated  

➢ Games well organized  

➢ Innovative ideas 

 

Con’s 

➢ More planning on speaking in Tamil  

 



Thamizhe Amudhe  

➢ Picture of authors to be avoided - Suggestion 

➢ Kids program next week planning  

 

 

Thirukural Neram 

Kathai Ketkalam Vanga 

Sunday and Wednesday  

Processing need to have a call with the team 

 

Charity-Jay 

➢ 11 to 1 during charity event going to share all that we did fundraising for Musical Event 

➢ 15 singers are practicing  

Conflict of Opinion 

1. Padma -2 emergency call has been as a team and moved the dates to May 16th 

As a team we need to function 

Need to stay and come to a conclusion but not leave the group 

No one has rights to demoralize another human being or threaten  

2. Shanker - IInisai was provoking hence reacted as such , was not aware if it was Charity 

team show  

3. Ram - When asked if he held any positions, Shankar categorically denied his 

involvement and said he was not aware his name was added 

4. Krithika - Share more dates options to the team before deciding on a concrete date. 

Work on outlook for the event 

5. Raj - keep political opinions outside being front end of GATS it important to talk carefully  

6. Swamy - public forum needs to understand to not mock  

Develop a standard response  

Please be polite Shankar. 

Anyone can be part of any organization and By law has no restrictions. 

7. Shawn - same as Ram  

8. Poongodi - stay as a team and take decision  

9. Arun - Face criticism as a team 

10. Mohan - flyer explained for charity , please stay as a team and decide.  

Covid has wiped out many lives in America too, that is the reason to have the fund 

raising event. 

Should not encourage points like this from the public 

11. Pavitra - when you volunteer you can volunteer anywhere. 

Take decisions open with the team 

Public forum cannot threaten GATS  

Shanker to Pavitra - I only voiced out my opinion and cannot accept i was wrong  

 

Shakar - Did not want to confront after Tamizhe Amudheys (Kalainjar book) did not want to be 

cornered out when no else voiced out 

I am not responsible for public forums accusations  

When one team is giving positive feedback team should be open for negative feedback  

 

 

 


